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Overview

Logan is an associate in our Scottsdale, Arizona office. Logan specializes in regional insurance coverage work, and has

provided coverage advice and recommendations for several states in the Southwest and Mountain West.  Uniquely

experienced and qualified in insurance policy interpretation and application, Logan has addressed a variety of insurance

coverage issues including first-party coverage, third-party coverage, additional insured coverage, insurance bad faith,

excess insurance, and Damron/Morris Agreements. Logan drafts coverage opinion letters and coverage position letters for

insurance clients, interpreting the terms of the insurance contract and holding parties to the same. Experienced beyond his

years, Logan has dealt with insurance coverage for long tail environmental liability claims, insurance programs for

municipalities across decades dating back to the 1950s, excess liability towers of coverage, Coverage B personal and

advertising injury offenses, and extensive experience in construction defect insurance coverage law. Sophistication and

close analysis of complicated insurance situations are the hallmarks of Logan’s practice.

Logan also has experience in insurance coverage and bad faith litigation. This includes bad faith actions over insurance

coverage decisions questioned after the fact – where Logan vigorously defends his clients against the extracontractual

claims. He has helped handle multiple Damron/Morris Agreement coverage / bad faith actions, with successful results. Unlike

other associates, insurance coverage analysis and litigation is not a part of Logan’s practice: it is Logan’s practice. This has

garnered him experience and effectiveness for his insurance clients far beyond his years.

Logan graduated cum laude from Pepperdine University in 2015, where he earned a B.A. degree in Political Science. He

continued his education at the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona State University, graduating magna cum

laude in 2020. While attending law school, Logan externed for ASU’s Office of General Counsel, spent a summer working in

the Legal Department for USA Track & Field, and served as a mediator in the Arizona Justice Courts. These opportunities

provided significant experience advising clients on diverse issues, which has served him well working on insurance issues
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that require quick analysis and understanding of a range of client needs and interests.

Outside of work, Logan enjoys spending time with his wife, Caroline, and their dog, Stevie.

Education
Sandra Day O'Connor College of Law, Arizona State University, J.D., magna cum laude, 2020
Pepperdine University, B.A., cum laude, 2015


